Parallel Study on Surface and Invasive Recordings Across Catheter Ablation Steps of Paroxysmal Atrial Fibrillation
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Abstract—Catheter ablation (CA) is the star treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF). However, important issues regarding its procedure have only been superficially explored. While universal CA effect is assessed, the role of right (RPVI) and left pulmonary vein isolation (LPVI) is ignored. Although coronary sinus (CS) is the prevailing CA reference, how CS itself is modified by CA is unknown. This work evaluates the effect of each ablation step on the atrial substrate and CS function. Five-minute lead II and bipolar CS recordings of 29 patients undergoing paroxysmal AF CA were acquired before CA, after LPVI and after RPVI (end of CA). Separate lead II and CS analysis was performed. Duration, amplitude, area and slope rate were calculated for each surface and invasive activation, then signal-averaged. Dispersion, morphology variability (MV) and time-domain heart-rate variability (HRV) features were also calculated. Non-parametric tests were recruited to compare each feature among all and in pairs of different ablation steps with Bonferroni correction. Variation of each feature was calculated in percentages. In surface recordings, duration was significantly shortened after LPVI ($\Delta = -13\%$, $p = 0.001$) and HRV showed a trend for attenuation ($\Delta < -25\%$, $p < 0.069$) after RPVI. In CS recordings, HRV showed an increasing trend after LPVI ($\Delta > +73\%$, $p < 0.048$), tending to decrease after RPVI ($\Delta < -33\%$, $p < 0.064$). Higher dispersion in variations was observed in CS than surface recordings. LPVI causes major alterations in atrial substrate, more prominently observed from lead II analysis. Notwithstanding, HRV variations are better illustrated in CS recordings. A combined analysis of both is recommended.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atrial fibrillation (AF) continues to be the most common cardiac arrhythmia in the western world, while catheter ablation (CA) of pulmonary veins (PVs) remains the cornerstone of AF treatment [1], [2]. In paroxysmal AF patients, P-waves and heart-rate variability (HRV) analysis are commonly recruited in order to predict the outcome of the CA procedure. P-wave duration, amplitude and area are some of the most highlighted P-wave features, the alteration of which reveals important information on the condition of the atrial substrate [3]–[6]. In general, an attenuation in the aforementioned indices implies a favorable CA outcome, as it is thought to spring from the elimination of fibrotic phenomena, which in turn cause longer and more variable P-waves [5]–[7]. On the other hand, although some degree of HRV is considered normal, HRV reduction after CA of PVs is a temporary aftermath which predicts freedom from AF-recurrence [8].

While analysis of surface recordings is a reliable strategy for the assessment of the CA outcome, it provides generic knowledge on possible atrial substrate alterations. At the same time, how atrial structures are affected due to CA of PVs remains unknown. Coronary sinus (CS) is the most recruited atrial structure as a reference for the AF mapping, actively contributing to the AF initiation or perpetuation [9]–[11]. Therefore, the exploration on alterations of the electrical characteristics of CS due to CA could assist not only into obtaining a deeper knowledge on the effect of CA on the atrial substrate but also to the deconstruction of a key process of CA in order to re-evaluate its validity in substrate modification analysis. The present work analyzes CS recordings of paroxysmal AF patients in sinus rhythm acquired before, during and after CA in order to detect any possible alterations on CS function due to CA. For this purpose P-waves and HRV analysis are used as a reference, undergoing the same analysis on the corresponding surface activations.

II. MATERIALS

Lead II and bipolar CS recordings of 29 paroxysmal AF patients undergoing radiofrequency CA of PVs for the first time formed the database of the study. Recordings were acquired for five minutes before CA, after left PV isolation (LPVI) and
were calculated as described elsewhere [19]. In the present study, amplitude corresponds to peak-to-peak amplitude of the signals. Area was calculated by the integral of the activation’s positive amplitude over its duration and slope rate from the onset, respectively and \( t_{onset} \) is the sample point corresponding to the \( A(\text{onset}, 20) \).

The following features were calculated obtaining a single value for each lead II and CS recording. Dispersion was the difference between the duration at the 25th and 75th percentiles. Morphology variability (MV) was the percentage of activations highly correlated (> 95%) with the reference activation. HRV features calculated were: standard deviation of normal-to-normal interval of atrial activation,

\[
S_{p20}^2 = \frac{A(t_{20}) - A(t_{onset})}{t_{20} - t_{onset}},
\]

where \( S_{p20}^2 \) is the slope rate of the \( n - th \) activation at the 20% of the total duration that it lasts, \( A(t_{onset}, 20) \) is the amplitude at the onset or 20% of the activation, respectively and \( t_{onset} \) is the sample point corresponding to the \( A(\text{onset}, 20) \).

The following features were calculated obtaining a single value for each lead II and CS recording. Dispersion was the difference between the duration at the 25th and 75th percentiles. Morphology variability (MV) was the percentage of activations highly correlated (> 95%) with the reference activation. HRV features calculated were: standard deviation of normal-to-normal interval of atrial activation, and

\[
S_{p20}^2 = \frac{A(t_{20}) - A(t_{onset})}{t_{20} - t_{onset}},
\]
tions (SDNN), variance of normal-to-normal interval of atrial activations (VARNN) and root mean square of successive differences between atrial activations (RMSSD).

HR-adjustment was applied for duration, area and slope rate \( N(dur) \), \( N(area) \) and \( N(S20) \), respectively. This normalization was performed for every single activation \( n \) by the following equation:

\[
N_n = \frac{1000}{R_n - R_{n-1}},
\]

where \( n = 1, 2, \cdots, M \) with \( M \) - the number of activations of each recording and \( R_n, R_{n-1} \) are the R-peaks for the \( n \)-th and the \( (n-1) \)-th activations, respectively.

Median values were calculated for all features of P-waves and LAWs. Statistical comparison among values at all ablation points for the same feature were performed with Kruskal-Wallis (KW) [20] and comparison between each two ablation points were performed with Mann-Whitney U-test (MWU) [21] with Bonferroni correction, as values did not follow a normal distribution. How features varied after each transition in ablation points (recordings before CA- after LPVI, recordings after LPVI - after RPVI, recordings before CA- after RPVI) was calculated by the variation in percentage.

### IV. RESULTS

Tables I and II show the median values of the electrical characteristics of P-waves and LAWs, respectively, before CA, after LPVI and after RPVI. Additionally, the KW comparison among all ablation points as well as the comparison in pairs with MWU with Bonferroni correction are shown. For P-waves, only duration varied statistically among ablation points. Post-hoc analysis revealed that this statistical shortening was observed after LPVI, dropping from 120 ms to 104 ms. Although comparison between ablation points also showed that P-waves after RPVI were significantly shortened with respect to those before CA, this is just a collateral effect of the LPVI. In the opposite case, comparison between P-wave duration of recordings after LPVI and after RPVI would have varied significantly. None of the remaining features varied statistically in P-waves. Nevertheless, some trends were observed for the amplitude after LPVI with respect to that measured before CA as well as for the HRV features when they compared from the recordings between LPVI and RPVI.

Regarding CS LAWs, none of the features calculated at each activation varied significantly after any of the CA steps. Some trends were observed when features across recordings were calculated. MV showed a trend for increase after LPVI, while HRV features showed a trend for increase after LPVI and a trend for attenuation after the end of the procedure. Finally, RMSSD varied significantly among channels. When comparison was performed in pairs of channels, none of the features reached to statistical significance due to Bonferroni correction. However, a trend for RMSSD increasing up to 127.4 after LPVI with respect to 98.87 before the initiation of the procedure, as well as a trend for an overall reduction effect of RMSSD after RPVI (90.40) with respect to the beginning (98.87) of CA were observed.

Finally, Figure 1 shows the scatterplot of variation due to each CA step for duration, \( N(dur) \), MV and RMSSD features both in case of P-waves and in case of LAWs. Among all calculated features, these were selected for illustration due to higher variations after each step. Variation in duration and \( N(dur) \) was more prominent in P-waves than LAWs after each transition, showing higher negative (shortening) or positive (lengthening) values. For MV and RMSSD, CS LAWs showed higher variations. Additionally, variations in CS LAWs are more dispersed at each feature. This fact is fairly visible in MV and RMSSD, where CS LAWs variations span across a much larger space than the corresponding P-wave values.

### V. DISCUSSION

Given the high importance of CS for the CA procedure, knowing how CS function is affected can help to understand deeper the AF mechanisms. For this purpose, bipolar CS as well as surface recordings were recruited and analyzed at each CA step. P-waves analysis revealed a higher relevance with CA procedure than LAWs analysis did, as is shown from the presence of statistical variations in the former which take additionally place to a higher degree than in the case of LAWs analysis. Moreover, P-waves features vary due to CA in a more coherent way than CS LAWs, which showed scattered values. Thus, CA effect is more reliably studied by P-waves analysis.
Considering that CS analysis is limited to local information while P-waves express the effect of CA on the AF substrate in a universal way, the fact that changes are more possibly and to a higher degree observed from P-waves makes sense.

Despite the more visible effect of CA on the electrical characteristics of P-waves, it was CS analysis that revealed more notable variations in HRV and MV after CA. Proximity of CS structure to the tissue directly receiving radiofrequency energy may be the reason for this fact. Even so, a slight variation in P-waves was observed as well.

So far, a statistical shortening of P-waves and HRV attenuation are reported after CA [5], [8]. These results are in line with the results reported in the present study. However, the present study investigated additionally the ablation of which PV part influenced the most the P-wave and CS analysis. This kind of analysis has been rather fruitful, showing that the first part of CA, the LPVI, was crucial for the P-wave shortening. Although HRV was found to be reduced after CA both in P-waves and in LAWs, a temporary incrementation has been observed during CA, attributed to the direct effect of radiofrequency [22]. This effect would have been missed in case that only pre- and postablative recordings were utilized.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Although CS analysis is not indicative of the CA effect on the atrial function, HRV changes are better observed from CS due to its proximity to the tissue under ablation. LPVI is crucial for the alteration of the atrial substrate after CA of AF.
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